Monitoring of the children rights in online press in Russian speaking countries for 2011
October-November-December and earlier

Neglected issues:

- Juvenile justice (only UNICEF, UNDP, etc)
- Children with disabilities
- Armed conflict?
- Media?
- Poverty?

Covered issues:

- Child labour
- Children without parental care
- Education
- Health
- HIV/AIDS
- Violence
- Sexual exploitation
- Protection against information

Most popular issues by country:

**Tajikistan**: child labour, children of migrants, lack of education
**Kazakhstan**: child labour (tobacco plants), health (chickenpox breakout)
**Moldova**: child trafficking, children sex workers, minorities
**Azerbaijan**: juvenile justice (special detention rooms for children)
**Uzbekistan**: child labour and Uzbek cotton
**Ukraine**: health (lack of vaccines, massive poisoning in schools), Roma children, disabled children, ethnic tensions (Ukrainian-Russian)